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Brightleaf Solutions Announces Sponsorship of Wolters Kluwer’s
ELM Solutions User Conference 2020
ELM Amplify will bring together industry leaders, business executives, thought
leaders, and solution experts in a travel-free, interactive digital event.
Brookline, MA – Brightleaf Solutions, Inc., a leading provider of contract extraction and analytics solutions for
tracking contract data today announced it will be sponsoring Wolters Kluwer’s annual ELM Solutions User
Conference for 2020. With the current state of the world, the annual user conference has gone virtual!
The registrations for the event that will held from October 20 - 22, 2020 can be done through:

https://web.cvent.com/event/9606d1ed-c3c1-451d-ac0e-27ac08ef7c51/register
By registering for the event attendees will get an opportunity to access inspiring keynotes, training sessions,
focus groups, panels, and a place to reconnect with your industry peers from your home. The dynamic expert
pavilion will allow visitors to meet Wolters Kluwer’s experts and key partners in a dynamic setting for product
demos with the ability for 1:1 meeting.
“As a partner, we are pleased to participate in ELM Amplify as a Silver Sponsor,” said Samir Bhatia CEO of
Brightleaf, adding, “Wolters Kluwer is the global market leader for transformative enterprise legal
management software that provides solutions to address legal business needs and concerns for corporates
and law firms. Nonetheless complete automation of extraction for meta-data from your contracts and
migration of this data into an ELM solution is critical to increase customer satisfaction while maximizing
revenues and profitability for the company.”
Brightleaf’s proprietary software helps analyze and extract attributes, provisions, clauses, and even obligations
from any type of contractual documents. Using customized configurations tailored to each client’s
requirements, the software identifies and extracts all the terms and legal provisions from executed contracts
and any associated companion documents.
Samir added, “An ELM software cannot be put into its best use unless all the required current and legacy data
is uploaded into for efficient legal cost management and analytics.”
Learn more about how Brightleaf can help you transform your contract management efforts, visit Brightleaf’s
booth and request for either a quick chat on the platform or schedule an in-depth chat to discuss Brightleaf’s
services in detail.
ABOUT WOLTERS KLUWER
Wolters Kluwer (www.wolterskluwer.com) is a global leader in information services and solutions for
professionals in the health, tax and accounting, risk and compliance, finance and legal sectors. We help our

customers make critical decisions every day by providing expert solutions that combine deep domain
knowledge with specialized technology and services.
Founded in 1836 and headquartered in Alphen aan den Rijn, the Netherlands, the company serves customers
in over 180 countries, maintains operations in over 40 countries and employs 18,600 people worldwide.
ABOUT BRIGHTLEAF SOLUTIONS, INC.
Brightleaf provides a technology powered service to extract data from your contracts at extreme accuracy
using our own proprietary AI/Semantic Intelligence/Natural Language Processing technology, our own team of
lawyers to check the output, and our own Six-Sigma process.
Your legacy contractual documents along with this extracted meta-data can be migrated into a Contract
Lifecycle Management (CLM) system for tracking and reporting. This greatly enhances the value of your
investment in the system. The data can be virtually anything, and it is customized for each of your type of
contracts. All meta-data, terms and conditions, legal provisions, and even all obligations (which are usually
scattered throughout your contracts) are extracted by our software. Our team of lawyers check each-andevery extracted data-point against the original documents using a stringent Six-Sigma quality process, which
delivers highly accurate results.
Brightleaf gets recognized very often, including “Company of the Year” as a Contract Management Services
provider. Details of this and other recognitions and awards can be found at www.brightleaf.com/awards-

recognitions
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